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A sexy category romance from Entangled's Brazen imprint...

Sometimes you have to break the rules…

When Camilla Anderson loses her job just as a position at Talbot Inc. opens up,
there's no way she's questioning the lucky break. Working for the quirky,
reclusive CEO will pay off her student loans within a year, and they're flying to
Europe in his private jet.

Mason Talbot isn't good at talking to women. Well, to anyone, really. But when
his new lawyer boards his plane, biology kicks in. But he can't tell if her adverse
reaction is to him or his painfully awkward attempts at flirting.

As the flight gets bumpier, Mr. High IQ gets calmer. And…he holds her hand?
Maybe the guy is redeemable after all. As soon as they land, she'll have to teach
her endearingly awkward new boss how to seduce a girl properly.

That is, if they don't die in a fiery plane crash first.
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Editorial Review

Review
"A quirky fun and yet a sexy read!!!" --Four Chicks Flipping Pages

"If you're looking for a sexy read with a refreshingly different twist,
you're going to love this book. It is fast paced and steamy, with tension
in all of the right places." --Miss Riki          

"Angela Claire's latest book that will have you cringing, laughing and downright hot and bothered all at
the same time." -- Book Ninja                                                                                                                               
"Steamy, steamy...Sexual chemistry that is off the charts." -- Alicia    
                                                                  
"...well written and completely entertaining." -- Bette, Goodreads reviewer                                                  
                                                                                     
"This book had me panting at times and laughing out loud at others..a great read." -- Books4Me

From the Author
Want to read more from Angela?

If you like hot stories with humor and fast paced adventure, read more from Angela:
Sleeping with the Enemy Series: Ever meet a guy who is absolutely on the other side, but is just so
impossible to stay away from? Try sleeping with the enemy...

Tempting the CEO●

Tempting the Corporate Spy●

Colorado Dreaming Series: Lose yourself in a Colorado town where the heroes are sexy, funny and wild
for their women. Try these romantic Westerns...

Heart of Stone●

Jesse's Girl●

The Outlaw Takes a Madam●

The Doctor Takes a Mate●

Mandy's Cowboy Mogul●

And for the occasional one-off, try:

Saving McCade●

To Catch a Pirate●

An Earl of Her Own●

Mastering Lady Macalister●

Compromising Lady Ava●

Connect with Angela Claire:
Website: angelaclaireromance.com
Twitter:twitter.com@AngelaClaire51
Facebook: Angela Claire Romance Author 



About the Author
As a teen, Angela Claire worked in a graveyard, mowing lawns. She thought it was the worst job she'd ever
have. Unfortunately, she went on to practice law. Once free of that horror, she turned to writing. Her stories
always include a sassy heroine because she doesn't know any other way to write them and a hero who's to die
for. When she isn't writing, she'd rather be. She has published 20 books with Entangled, Siren Bookstrand
and Ellora's Cave. Her latest is Tempting the New Boss, out from Entangled. She is represented by Kerry
D'Agostino at Curtis Brown, LTD.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Jesus Puga:

Inside other case, little folks like to read book Tempting the New Boss (Sleeping with the Enemy). You can
choose the best book if you appreciate reading a book. As long as we know about how is important a new
book Tempting the New Boss (Sleeping with the Enemy). You can add know-how and of course you can
around the world by the book. Absolutely right, simply because from book you can realize everything! From
your country until finally foreign or abroad you will end up known. About simple point until wonderful thing
you may know that. In this era, we could open a book or perhaps searching by internet device. It is called e-
book. You can utilize it when you feel bored to go to the library. Let's examine.

Ciara Wolfe:

The book Tempting the New Boss (Sleeping with the Enemy) can give more knowledge and also the precise
product information about everything you want. Why then must we leave the good thing like a book
Tempting the New Boss (Sleeping with the Enemy)? A few of you have a different opinion about e-book.
But one aim which book can give many data for us. It is absolutely appropriate. Right now, try to closer
using your book. Knowledge or information that you take for that, you could give for each other; you could
share all of these. Book Tempting the New Boss (Sleeping with the Enemy) has simple shape nevertheless,
you know: it has great and massive function for you. You can appear the enormous world by open up and
read a book. So it is very wonderful.

Evelyn Nielson:

The e-book with title Tempting the New Boss (Sleeping with the Enemy) posesses a lot of information that
you can understand it. You can get a lot of gain after read this book. This kind of book exist new know-how
the information that exist in this publication represented the condition of the world right now. That is
important to yo7u to know how the improvement of the world. This book will bring you with new era of the
the positive effect. You can read the e-book on your smart phone, so you can read the idea anywhere you
want.

Myron Mendez:

Are you kind of stressful person, only have 10 or 15 minute in your time to upgrading your mind talent or



thinking skill even analytical thinking? Then you are experiencing problem with the book as compared to
can satisfy your short period of time to read it because all of this time you only find publication that need
more time to be examine. Tempting the New Boss (Sleeping with the Enemy) can be your answer given it
can be read by a person who have those short free time problems.
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